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Message from CEO
Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to the sixth edition of Tower Times.
In this edition let’s try to analyze our processes over personalities.
The first is safety.
Whether you work in the sites or in the office, I would like to ensure that all of us go home
safely at the end of the workday. As all of you are aware, 2017 has been an excellent year for
By Ayad Khalil Chammas IGT in terms of work place Safety. We are completing 2017 with ZERO Lost Time Injuries.
Chief Executive Officer
However, we cannot afford to sit idle on the annals of past glory. Maintenance of Health and
Safety in work place is an on-going process which requires constant monitoring to identify and mitigate any new risk
while continuing with our zero tolerance towards the safety risks that have already been identified and efficiently addressed in 2017. You are urged to bring to my attention or to the attention of QHSE department any issues that you
perceive may impact the health and safety environment in which we work. Please be open as to how your concern
might be addressed.
The second is integrity.
At IGT, we are striving to maintain the best industry practice in terms
of ethical compliance and anti-corruption while doing business. Integrity also means we tell the truth. The truth has no politics and no taboo subjects. If it will make IGT perform better, let’s speak candidly.
What is expected; is speaking freely and fearlessly about any policy
violation that may be detrimental to the interests of IGT. But our liberty to speak fearlessly should not be taken as a condition to wreck
vengeance on someone.
The third is teamwork.
If you need help, you should ask for it. No one should feel that his or
her position is in danger when he or she feels a better job can be
done with a little help. You should also provide help when you can;
especially when it would help others do a better job. No doubt, this
means that you will be making extra effort and personal sacrifices.
Those efforts will be recognized by the people around you and may
eventually lead to material improvements in your situation. However,
as a minimum, you will realize that some days you, too, need help.
Having provided it, you will be gratified when your colleagues step up
to do the same.
Finally I would like to concluded by saying that “Success without
integrity is failure”. Therefore all our action should emanate from
our integrity.
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IGT preparing for rural coverage with ultra-low cost solutions
With continuous efforts on cost optimization initiatives and activities for providing environment friendly No DG sites
and to reduce the Capex and Opex cost in the telecom market of Myanmar, IGT is looking for ultra-low cost telecom
solutions for next year rollout. To provide the infrastructure for wireless service in rural areas is challenging for the
Towerco’s, because the location of new cell sites is restricted in consideration for the area's natural scenery and

lower possibility of colocation on the same site. In addition, building a traditional GBT site can be costly in an area
with low population density, as major townships and villages were already covered in past four years of the rollout.
IGT is looking for the ultra-low cost solution services which are designed in a manner, that will help both Towerco’s
and the operator companies to support services to rural communities at low cost. Adopting this kind of solutions,
combining a low-power remote infrastructure and bandwidth management enables mobile operators and Towerco’s
to deliver profitable and sustainable services in remote regions. This type of solutions are environment friendly, as
No DG on the site and issues like DG noise will not affect the site operations.

These kind of Ultra low cost solutions have multiple advantages for Towerco’s as well as Operator companies:1. CAPEX and OPEX costs can be reduced.
2. Perfect solution for rural and other low ARPU sites
3. Ease and speed of deployment makes these solutions a rollout winner
4. Less space requirement than traditional site.

5. Applicable for both short and long-term deployments
6. 100% Off-grid & Environment friendly Renewable energy sources of power.
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Foreword

C

hristmas is a time of love, forgiveness and peace.

In this December month of Christmas, we are all imbued with a sense of love, peace and joy.

By Zaw Win Kyi
Head of GR & CSR

We at IGT have witnessed a very challenging year for 2017. Following the ups and downs of
the business trend, there was a streaming of the company work force, at the beginning of the
year, and a lot of friends had to leave IGT due to this process. Nevertheless, they took away
with them the valuable work experience they gained while working for the company, not to
mention the continued friendship from their comrades left behind.

We continue to push forward everyday always keeping in mind the values of the company as set by the Managementnamely clean, transparent and corruption free work ethics.
At IGT, we constantly strive for the health and safety environment of our work place. Team work is essential for this.
As a result of our efforts we are pleased to announce that we are closing 2017 with ZERO Lost Time Injuries.
This issue highlights how our QHSE team is working to ensure a safe and healthy work environment, how our Tower
Operations Center (TOC) is working 24/7 to keep IGT in the forefront of the business and how we are doing our CSR
to promote social harmony in the places we work.

IGT always keep the welfare and work dedication of the staff as a priority. This year we have been able to introduce
company uniforms for the female staff to promote more unity and sense of belonging towards the company and self
respect.
This is our final issue for 2017.
We bid everyone goodbye and wish that you have another successful new year in 2018.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
And
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
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QHSE VIEWPOINT

IGT

HSE performance this year is worth to celebrate compared to what we have attained last year. Having worked for 1.95 million man hours this year without any lost time injury
(LTI) is really overwhelming.

Undeniably, our painstaking effort that have resulted this achievement has attributed mainly with
the utmost vigilance from all stakeholders in this project coupled with the spirit of teamwork.
By Allan Pepino
QHSE Regional Manager

Apart from QHSE team focused on-site we also have exerted effort for improvement in the office environment. This is in alignment to the SOP to eliminate
safety risk in the office premises thru monthly HSE inspection spearheaded by
the designated safety officers.

Relative activity has also been implemented to protect the environment like Reduce Reuse Recycle programme, by putting box of used paper to all printer station in the office for photo copying. This reduces greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions that contribute to Global Climate Change and ultimately helps sustain the ENVIRONMENT for our future GENERATIONS to come. IGT is also
proud of the Conserve Energy programme that has been strictly exercised in
the premised thru the support from Admin by turning off all lights, air conditioning units and sockets after office ours.
We help to look after the well being of our staff thru health awareness campaign engaging three (3) weight loss competition for overweight staff. Our
belief behind this is having a sound body and mind of personnel would translate this into a productive, QHSE compliant site’s and office premises.
Do you know that all QHSE figures herein are all derived out from numbers
given to certain findings that are noted in our site environment? The snags
has certain degree of severity or risk which has been assigned by a number.
Summary of all the findings will translate this to the total performance of the
site, this we call it Site Quality Index or SQI.
Following this concept if you assign letter A for 1, letter B for 2 and so on…
then of course letter Z will be 26. Having said that the word “KNOWLEDGE” will give us SQI of 96 and this is not
enough, “HARDWORK” will have a SQI of 98 also not enough, but “ATTITUDE” will give you a perfect score of 100
enough to fulfill your task. However, the word “TEAMWORK” will surpass beyond our expectation as it will give you
a SQI of 106.
Lesson is in every journey we choose in life we need “Teamwork” to achieve our desired goal.
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One Team IGT

By Tun Myint
Deputy Roll Out Head

We, Irrawaddy Green Towers (IGT) are delivering telecom infrastructures and providing ser-

vices for Operators in Myanmar. In the light of signing Master Lease Agreement (MLA) with
4th operator MyTel, IGT team are working together to deliver in the infrastructure sharing as
colocation sites for MyTel.
Several round of kickoff meetings with MyTel team followed by internal team coordination
between Colocation, Engineering, QHSE, Procurement, Power, O&M and Rollout for the

planning and execution to meet the project timeline.
Rollout cluster field team conducted Technical Site
Survey for available space at the towers as well as
equipment pads, site status and reporting to Colocation team. Our Colocation team is the focal essential driver to liaison and communicate with not
only MyTel team but also various internal departments Engineering for Tower Loading Validation
and assessment, Procurement on vendor allocation and issuances of work orders, Warehouse on

material arrangement, Power team on power system readiness and Rollout team for installation,
tower extension and minor Civil works. Upon input
from all around the IGT team, work completion on
sites ranging from bracket installation, tower ex-

tension, power upgrading and joint visit with MyTel
team prior to declare RFI in welcoming new operator at IGT infrastructures.
With One team effort and close coordination all
round, we believes in delivering and achieving of
milestones and adding our asset to a more valuable one.
Photo: Tower extended and ready for welcoming new operator MyTel
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One Team IGT

Photo: Safely working on Bracket installation on-going at YAT11309

Photo: Bracket installed for new operator MyTel

Knowledge Corner

The eights forms of waste (Muda)

Muda (Japanese term) : Reference Wikipedia
Muda (無駄) is a Japanese word meaning "futility; uselessness; wastefulness",[1] and is a key concept in lean process
thinking, like the Toyota Production System (TPS) as one of
the three types of deviation from optimal allocation of resources (the others being mura and muri).[2] Waste reduction
is an effective way to increase profitability

i. Transportation
ii. Inventory
iii. Motion
iv. Waiting
v. Over-processing
vi. Over-production
vii. Defects
viii. Skills

What are the Muda around your workplace?
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CSR ACTIVITIES

Telecommunication Awareness Workshop

By Ciin Lam Mann
CSR Administrator

IGT Donations
Donation to Ministry of Myanmar
Railway, September 20, 2017
On behalf of IGT, CEO Mr. Ayad
Chammas and team donated MMK
2,000,000/- to Ministry of Myanma
Railway for staff children education
and orphanages fund.
U Aung Win, Managing Director
(Engineer/ Planning) accepted the
donation on behalf of Ministry of Myanmar Railway.

Donation for Re-bult Pyilone
Chanthar Pagoda in Magwe Region, November 14, 2017
On behalf of IGT, CEO Mr. Ayad
Chammas and team donated MMK
5,000,000/- to Ministry of Myanma
Railway for Government of Magwe
Region to re-build Pyilone Chanthar
Pagoda.
On Behalf of the Chief Minister and
Cabinet of Magwe Region U Wai Zin
Tun, Secretary of Government of
Magwe Region accepted.

IGT Family Annual Kathein Donation
IGT family offered Kathein donations
to Thayat Taw Monastery, Singapore
Monastery and Mingala Thiri Monastery on November 3, 2017. Head
Monks (Sayataws) accepted the donations on behalf of the three monasteries. IGT team gave respecting and
listen to the religious sermon. The
team carried out the traditional droplet water blessings and wished everyone healthily, wealthy and long life.
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Telecommunication Awareness Workshop

Date:

October 30, 2017 (Monday)

Venue:

Township Administration Office,
Mae Sae Town, Kayah State

Attendees:

60 persons

Conducted By: Irrawaddy Green Towers Ltd.
(IGT)
End of Workshop: Q & A session was held to build
a dialogue with the participants
and as result, representatives
from 4 villages requested IGT to
build towers.

Staff Capacity Building (English Class)
English Language training for staffs, six days of
(8) hours of training between 10:00 AM to 18:00
PM every Saturday at IGT Office of (2) months.
Objective are enhancing and encouraging the use
of English language in specific skills (for eg.,
Reading, Speaking, Writing and Grammar, and
finally reading and pronunciation skills: vocabularies, phonetic symbol and reading articles.
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IGT & IPRD, Community Center Opening Ceremony
Tedim, Chin State

Attendances:
 CEO of IGT Mr. Ayad Chammas and GR & CSR Team
 Director of Chin State U Kham Lian Sum and Director of Falam District of Information of Public Relations Department (IPRD)
 Head of departments of all Tedim Government Officers, INGOs, Religious Leaders, local community leaders and interested people totally about (50) people

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Mr. Ayad Chammas
CEO, IGT
&
U Kham Lian Sum
Director of Chin, IPRD
signed the official MoU.
At Community Center, IPRD Tedim, Chin State
November 16, 2017
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TOWER OPERATIONS CENTER
Tower Operations Center team working 24x7 & is well trained to manage incidents, but also
mentored via continuous review so they become skilled experts in the business. IGT TOC platform securely and seamlessly connects to infrastructure, providing the most advanced event
detection and efficient workflow management. IGT’s network, server and application monitor-

ing services provide detailed metrics and visibility, allowing TOC monitoring team to react
By Htet Wai Than Htay
TOC Team Lead

quickly and troubleshoot effectively.

Our goal is 100% uptime for each client’s
technology environment. IGT Tower operation center uses advanced event detection systems and SLA-specific responses to keep Operators infrastructure
operating. TOC setup support 24×7 to
post-event analysis and reports also.
TOC also serves for customer relation
regarding outages and site down escalation and response times for monitoring
alerts and emails, average and maximum
hold times for calls, notification and escalation times and troubleshooting windows.
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Photos of the Month - September 2017
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Think Global Act Local
International Commercial Center, 7th & 8th Floor, No. 422/426,
Strand Road (Corner of Bothataung Pagoda Road)
Bothataung Township, Yangon, Myanmar.
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